
Visualase™ MRI-Guided Laser Ablation

Do more for 
more patients.
With a minimally-invasive option to ablate epileptic foci and tumors 
in the brain, you can give your patients an alternative to craniotomy. 
Because less time in the hospital is more time for living. 



Visualase™ MRI-guided laser ablation 
offers your patients a minimally invasive 
option to ablate brain tumors, radiation 
necrosis, and epileptic foci.
Visualase™ is an MRI (Magnetic resonance 
imaging)-guided laser ablation system used to 
perform Laser Interstitial Thermal Therapy (LITT), 
a minimally invasive surgical alternative to open 
craniotomy. LITT may benefit patients with brain 
tumors, radiation necrosis, or medically-refractory 
focal epilepsy. 

The Visualase™ system delivers laser energy 
through a small catheter into unwanted soft 
tissue targets in the brain. When laser energy is 
absorbed by the target tissue, temperature rises 
and, over time, creates an irreversibly damaged 
thermal lesion. 



Minimally invasive.
Significantly faster recovery.5-7

Higher patient satisfaction.5,8,9

Together, we prioritize the patient. First line medical therapies, radiation-based therapies, 
and invasive surgical interventions may not be appropriate in all cases. The Visualase™ 
system offers a minimally invasive option for you to reach more patients.

Advantages of Visualase™ laser ablation system
Physicians experience precise ablation control10-14 using best-in-class thermal image 
resolution, automatic laser shut off near critical structures, and Visualase™ is the only LITT 
thermal damage model to have proven accuracy compared to histology. 10,11,15,16 

Patients experience minimal hair shaving, a small incision with little scarring, a 
significantly shorter hospital stay,5,6,17-22 decreased risk of infection,3,4 and higher patient 
satisfaction5,8,9 when they receive surgical intervention using Visualase™.



Precise
Best-in-class thermal image resolution and 
refresh rate give you the precision you need1,2.

Controlled
Automatic laser shut-off 
and histology-proven tissue 
damage visualizations 
provide the control you 
need for accurate ablation 
while minimizing risk. 

Visualase™ is the only LITT system to offer voxel size of 1x1x3mm and a thermal image refresh every 5-7 seconds, 
which allows surgeons to monitor the ablation with unmatched precision and speed. 

Visualase™ Temperature Targets automatically turn the 
laser off as soon as a critical area’s temperature reading 
exceeds a set threshold. Additionally, the Visualase™ 
Thermal Damage Estimate accurately displays zones 
of complete necrosis and transitional tissue, enabling 
surgeons to ablate target tissue with confidence while 
protecting critical structures.
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Efficient
Minimize your time in the MRI and maximize 
efficiency with one-time image setup and 
2-3 minute ablations3,4.
Visualase™ in-plane thermometry displays 
heating anywhere along the laser catheter, 
eliminating the need for thermal image 
adjustment when the laser is moved.  
Additionally, Visualase™ 360° diffusing tips 
deliver 980nm laser energy, keeping each 
ablation to only a few minutes.3,4

Flexible
Plan the trajectory that 
best serves your patient 
using the most flexible 
LITT system available. 
The Visualase™ low-profile bone anchor and 
flexible laser catheter allow broad surgical 
access and maximize patient positioning 
options, enabling surgeons to reach even the 
most challenging locations.  

The mobile cart-based system allows easy 
configuration with the leading brands of MRI 
scanners. Simply wheel the Visualase™ cart 
to its location and connect to the MRI with a 
standard ethernet cable on the day of surgery. 



See the device manual for detailed information regarding the instructions for use, the implant 
procedure, indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and potential adverse events. For 
further information, contact your local Medtronic representative and/or consult the Medtronic website 
at www.medtronic.eu.
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A workflow that works 
for your hospital.

Plan
The surgeon plans the approach using stereotactic 
planning software, taking into account ablation 
coverage and catheter placement trajectory.

Laser Placement
A small, flexible laser catheter is inserted in the target 
area. Visualase™ is compatible with many common 
stereotactic platforms so the surgeon and staff can 
stick to a workflow that is most familiar to them.

Transport to MRI
The patient is transported to the MRI in radiology, or 
an intraoperative MRI is brought to the patient.

MRI-Guided Laser Ablation
A pre-ablation scan is obtained. The surgeon then 
selects the preferred thermal imaging planes, 
identifies temperature check points, and starts the 
ablation. As tissue heats up, the system displays the 
thermal damage progress. 

Close
The laser applicator is removed and the small incision 
is typically closed with just one suture required.23,24 
The patient is then moved to recovery and in many 
cases goes home the next day.5,17-22

Part Number Description

9735559 3mm laser diffusing tip

9735560 10mm laser diffusing tip

9735566 MRI-Conditional Stylet

9735571 Neuro Accessory Kit

We believe that innovative technology should enable, not 
limit, your clinical decisions when it comes to your patient. 
The unique challenges of performing a procedure within 
the MRI bore must be carefully considered, and every 
design aspect of the Visualase™ system supports these 
procedures by featuring:

• Small, flexible laser catheter and low profile bone 
anchor for more patient positioning options

• Mobile system and a low-impact installation
• In-plane thermometry and a diffusing laser tip design
• Efficient laser design is broadly applicable to most 

target locations and simplifies inventory management
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